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iUniverse, Inc. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 288 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.8in.One boys obsession for basketball stardom creates dramatic consequences for him, his
friends, and his tiny hometown during one truly remarkable basketball season. Mark Daniels spent
his childhood honing basketball skills, preparing for the day he can star for Shiloh High. Now a
sophomore, Mark believes his time has come, only to realize that his lack of height may forever
doom that dream. His personal fears must be set aside though when a tragic bus crash and
dramatic rescue attempt plunge Mark into the center of a media storm of controversy. Even worse,
Mark and his teammates then learn that the school board plans to cancel the season after the loss
of seven varsity players and their coach in the accident. A valiant battle earns a temporary reprieve,
both for the season and Marks basketball dreams. But the tragedies are far from over, as Mark
must learn several more lessons before fully comprehending the importance of his dream and its
impact on him and his friends. Filled with tragedy and triumph, The Young Rebel begins the
inspiring story of one young mans struggle to fulfill his...
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Good electronic book and valuable one. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Lisette Schim m el-- Lisette Schim m el

It is an incredible publication i actually have actually go through. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e pdf. Its been designed in
an exceedingly simple way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication where actually changed me, alter the way i think.
-- Pr of . Colton Ja kubowski IV-- Pr of . Colton Ja kubowski IV
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